
Tournament Terms and Types: 

End: One section of a round, a set number of arrows that are shot together, to be scored and pulled at 

the end of the end of shooting. A predetermined number of ends comprise one round. 1-6 arrows will 

be used to shoot an end depending on the kind of tournament. (Ex. A blue face round is made up of 6 

ends of shooting.)  

Round: The set number of ends in a scored tournament that add up to the final total score.  

Animal Target (Field): The target is a two-dimensional 

animal target with printed scoring rings. The 

size/animal of the target depends on the distance being 

shot. 14 ends make a unit, two units make a round. 

Arrows must be numbered. Up to 3 arrows mat be shot 

and the highest scoring arrow will count. In the case of 

a walk-up, the first arrow must be shot from the 

farthest stake, the second from the middle stake, and 

the third from the nearest stake in order to be scored. 

Scoring: The first arrow can get a maximum score of 21 (bonus ring), 20 (high score section), 18 (low 

scoring section) or 0 for a miss. The second arrow can achieve scores of 17, 16, 14, and 0. The third 

arrow can score 13, 12, 10 or 0. The highest score of the 3 arrows is the only score recorded. 

Blue Face Target: The spot shall be two white rings with blue X in center ring. The 
outer rings shall be blue. The bullseye shall be 8cm. in diameter with an X-ring. A 
single spot or 5 spot target may be used. The scoring is X, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 from the spot 
out on a single face and X, 5, 4, 4 from the spot out on the 5–spot. X-rings shall be 
counted and used as tie-breakers and will be considered part of the official score. 6 
ends of 5 arrows will compose one S3DA blue face round. (NFAA is 12 ends of 5 
arrows). In a 5-spot, arrows do not need to be in their own spot.  
 

Classic 600 Target: The spot shall be two gold rings with an X in center ring. This is 

followed by one gold ring, two red rings, and one blue ring. The scoring is X, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6. 

X-rings shall be counted and used as tie-breakers and will be considered part of the 

official score. 4 ends of 5 arrows will be shot at each distance, with 3 distances to be shot 

depending on age division.  



Field Target: The spot shall be two black rings with a white X in center ring. This 

is followed by two white rings, and then the outer two black rings. The scoring 

is X, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3. X-rings shall be counted and used as tie-breakers and will be 

considered part of the official score. The size of the target depends on the 

distance being shot. 14 ends of 4 arrows make a unit, two units make a round. 

FITA Target: The spot shall be two gold rings with an X in 

center ring. This is followed by one gold ring, two red rings, two blue rings, two 

black rings, and two white rings. The scoring is X, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. X-rings 

shall be counted and used as tie-breakers and will be considered part of the official 

score. 6 ends of 6 arrows will be shot at each distance, with 4 distances to be shot 

depending on age division. 

Hunter Target (Field): Made of black rings with white outlines. The spot shall be two 

white rings with a black X in center ring. The scoring is X, 5, 4, 3 from the spot out. X-

rings shall be counted and used as tie-breakers and will be considered part of the 

official score.  The size of the target depends on the distance being shot. 14 ends of 4 

arrows make a unit, two units make a round.  

Outdoor Target (S3DA): The spot shall be two gold rings 

with an X in center ring. This is followed by one gold ring, two red rings, and 

one blue ring. The scoring is X, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6. X-rings shall be counted and 

used as tie-breakers and will be considered part of the official score. 6 ends 

of 6 arrows will be shot at a single distance.  

Vegas Target: The spot shall be two gold rings with a black X in center ring. This is 

followed by one gold ring, two red rings, two blue rings, two black rings, and two 

white rings. The scoring is X, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. X-rings shall be counted and 

used as tie-breakers and will be considered part of the official score. A single spot or 

a three spot triangular target may be used. NFAA is 10 ends of 3 arrows. On a three 

spot, each arrow must be in its own spot.  

900 Round Target: The spot shall be two gold rings with an X in center ring. 

This is followed by one gold ring, two red rings, two blue rings, two black 

rings, and two white rings. The scoring is X, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. X-

rings shall be counted and used as tie-breakers and will be considered part 

of the official score. 5 ends of 6 arrows will be shot at each distance, with 3 

distances to be shot depending on age division.  



3D Target: A foam animal target with multiple scoring rings. Scoring will depend on 

each event’s host organization. Most targets will score as anywhere on the body 

being 5 points, and the next largest circle being 8 points. The spot points will differ. 

There are many different animals that are used as targets including bear, deer, frogs, 

and dinosaurs. 3Ds are shot at varying distances and have no set number of arrows.  

Bow Nomenclature:  

Arrow Rest: A platform to place the arrow on a bow that helps guide the arrow when it is drawn and 

released.  

Arrow Shelf: In traditional archery, there is a cut out in the riser or the top of the archer’s hand, where 

the arrow sits. With a compound bow it acts as a divider between the grip and the arrow rest and helps 

protect the hand as the arrow is released. 

Cable: The plastic covered steel cable or string material that connect the string via the cams or wheels to 

the opposite limb of a compound bow 

Cable Guard: Rod which runs perpendicular from the riser towards the bowstring and works with the 

cable slide to keep the cables out of the arrow’s line of fire. 

Cable Slide: A plastic piece which attaches to the cable guard and holds the string and cables out of the 

arrow’s line of fire. 

Cam: The pulley on the end of a compound bow’s limb used to provide let-off and power. They are 

elliptical shaped.*Note: The cable and pulley system of compound bows can be comprised of an upper 

and lower wheel (old-school wheel bow), one idler wheel and a single cam or they can have dual cams. 

Most compound bows have either one or two cams nowadays. 

D-Loop: A cord or string forming the shape of a “D” around the nocking point. Archers attach their 

mechanical release to the D-Loop, which unleashes the arrow from straight behind the nock position. 

Glove: A covering for the draw fingers with a strap around the wrist to protect finger tips from damage 

from holding the string. Made from leather or other flexible material.  

Grip: The part of the bow your bow-hand holds on to while shooting an arrow. 

Limbs: These are the upper and lower parts of the bow and where the energy is stored until the arrow is 

released. 

Limb Bolts: Limb bolts hold the limbs to the riser and can be tightened or loosened on a compound bow 

in order to adjust the draw weight of the bow. 



Limb Silencer: Rubber devices attached to each bow limb to reduce noise and vibrations from the bow 

upon releasing the bowstring and arrow. 

Kisser Button: A small plastic disc that attaches to the bowstring. It is positioned on the bowstring so it 

touches the archer’s lips at full draw. The kisser button provides an extra reference point for the anchor 

position. 

Peep Sight: A small aperture attached to the bowstring that keeps the archer in the same position each 

time when at full draw.  

Nocking Point: The point on a bowstring where the arrow nock is placed. On a traditional bow, there is a 

‘nock point’ attached to the string and the arrow’s nock is place underneath it. On a compound bow 

with a “D-Loop”, the nocking point is between the knots that tie the D-Loop on the bowstring. 

Quiver: A container for arrows. It may be attached to the bow, placed on a belt, carried on your 

shoulder, back, or placed on the ground. 

Release: A device that is held in the archers draw hand that connects to the bow string or d-loop. The 

most typical releases will have a trigger that will be pulled by the index finger, however there are some 

made that will be pulled by the thumb or entirely by tension of the hand.  

Serving: The wrapping of extra thread around the loops and center of the bowstring to protect it from 

wear. 

Sight: A piece of equipment used by the archer as an aiming point. Not used on all bows. May have 

multiple sight pins that are used for different distances.  

Sight Window: The cut out section of the riser, above the grip. 

Stabilizer: A weighted rod attached to the riser and is used to provide balance to a bow. It also absorbs 

the vibrations of the bow when the string is released. 

String: A twisted collection of string makes up the bowstring that the archer draws back and connects 

the bow with the arrow. 

String Silencer: Rubber devices attached to the bowstring to reduce noise upon release. 

Finger Tab: A piece of material, usually leather, that is used to cover the draw fingers while shooting to 

protect from damage.  

Wheel: The round pulley at one end of a compound bow’s limb used to provide let-off and power. They 

do not provide as much let off as much as a cam. *Note: The cable and pulley system of compound bows 

can be comprised of an upper and lower wheel (old-school wheel bow), one idler wheel and a single 

cam or they can have dual cams. Most compound bows have either one or two cams nowadays. 



Wrist Sling: A loop of lightweight rope or braided nylon that attaches to the bow’s riser near the grip. 

Archers slide their hand through the loop and loosely grip the bow. It ensures they don’t drop the bow 

upon releasing the arrow. 

Arrow Nomenclature: 

Arrow: A carbon, aluminum, fiberglass or wooden shaft with a point on one end and a nock with 

feathers or plastic vanes on the other end. The arrow serves as a “delivery system” for the arrow point 

for target shooting or a broad head for hunting. 

Broad head: A sharp, razor-blade arrow point used for hunting. 

Field Point: A practice point for target shooting. 

Fletching: The stabilizing vanes or other devices attached to the nock end of the arrow shaft, stabilizing 

the flight of the arrow. It is made of feathers, plastic or rubber. Can be called a vane, fletching, or 

feather.  

Index Vane: A differently-colored fletch used for proper arrow alignment. It is commonly called a cock-

fletch or a cock-feather. 

Nock: The notch or attachment at the rear end of the arrow and when placed on the bowstring, it holds 

the arrow into the string. To “nock an arrow” is the act of setting an arrow onto the bowstring prior to 

shooting the bow. 

 


